, and his fiction. The encounter with Field, his first real-life biographer, produced a spate of similarly parodic texts by himself and others: Nabokov's last novel, Look at the Harlequins! (1974);
Field's biography, Nabokov: His Life in Part (1977) ; and Roberta Smoodin's novel, Inventing Ivanov (1985) . This essay takes part in that same masquerade. A metacritical study of influences and intertexts, it compares successive attempts by Nabokov and others to resolve the vexed relationship between his life and his art. It argues, moreover, that each of these three books-like Speak, Memory before them-becomes another performance of his selfreflexive game.
Nabokov and I
Life's relation to art, in fact, is the explicit theme of Nabokov's Speak, Memory: An Autobiography Revisited. This book traces the continual struggle between Nabokov's private self and his published writing. The opening sentences of Chapter 5-which was written and published before the rest of Speak, Memory-even suggest that he composed this memoir expressly to protect his personal past from the encroachment of his fiction. ' Nabokov noticed, he says, that whenever he tried to preserve "some treasured item" from his past in a novel, "it became more closely identified with my novel than with my former self, where it had seemed to be so safe from the intrusion of the artist. .. . The man in me revolts against the fictionist, and here is my desperate attempt to save what is left" (95).
"Self" versus "artist," "man" versus "fictionist"-Nabokov's contrast of life and art recalls the eerie Doppelgangers that haunt his novels. Other writers describe this relationship in a similar way: Joyce Carol Oates, for example, complains about being subjugated to "Joyce Carol Oates" and having "to spend hours as a kind of secretary to that person" (136), and Jorge Luis Borges confesses, "I live, I let myself live, so that Borges can weave his tales and poems, and those tales and poems are my justification. . . . Which of us is writing this page I don't know" (279). Indeed, putting any words at all on paper requires negotiation among private and public identities. Writing, as Geoffrey Green points out, involves "a reproduction of the self . . . an outward projection of an internal conception" (8) .
More precisely, to write is to impersonate oneself. Nabokov's remarks on his role as author indicate that he thought of his own 2 Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 22, Iss. 2 [1998] , Art. 4 http://newprairiepress.org/sttcl/vol22/iss2/4 DOI: 10.4148/2334-4415.1444 writing in these very terms: as a kind of imposture. He admits in his afterword to Lolita, the bookend to the 1955 novel's fictitious foreword, that "any comments coming straight from me may strike onemay strike me, in fact-as an impersonation of Vladimir Nabokov talking about his own book" ("On" 313) . And during one of his famously staged interviews-for which he composed elegant replies to questions submitted in advance-he calls the persona he has thus constructed "the semblance of what I hope is a plausible and not altogether unpleasing personality" (Strong 158).
As a writer's autobiography, Speak, Memory emphasizes this distinction between self and artist, man and fictionist, person and persona. Indeed, its title implies three separate identities: the individual whose experiences it chronicles; Memory, who remembers those experiences and inspires the writer to recreate them; and the writer, who traces the "thematic designs" formed by such events as he composes the memoir (27) . And its subtitle, "An Autobiography Revisited," suggests a whole series of Nabokovs looking back at themselves. Together, title and subtitle show how this memoir actually stages Nabokov's biography, with the roles of subject, source, and Boswell all performed by himself-so as to render additional participants, like Andrew Field, entirely unnecessary. For Nabokov, such mock biography offers an ideal solution to the conflict between life and art.
In order to enact his own Life, moreover, Nabokov presides over a wide spectrum of voices and discourses in Speak, Memory. He also orchestrates complex grammatical shifts in person, gender, and tense, as shown by the working titles for some chapters: "Third Person," "Second Person" (addressed to his wife), and "Perfect Past" Nabokov's precise role in this game is significant because he also plays it in his fiction. The point of the "oasal game," after all, is the illusory effect of psychological and temporal distance-the mirage in the desert, so to speak-that narrating produces. Nabokov would later devise similar trompe-l'oeil effects in the narration of his stories and novels; and in "Time and Ebb" (1945)-a futuristic tale, set in 2024, in which a 90-year-old man recalls the fantastic world of the 1940s-he even used the same trick of conflating real and narrative time so as to transform the "specious present" into a "paralyzed past." Nabokov would also continue to "parodiz[e] a biographic approach," especially in fictive autobiographies that announce their fictionality. Already, at age 19, he had found in such mock biography a perfect metaphor for the reciprocal relation of self and artist.
Even his description of the game echoes its strategic manipulation of person and tense. Indeed, this passage functions in Speak,
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Memory as a mise en abyme,"a miniature replica of a text embedded within that text" (Prince 53) . "Projected, as it were, into the future," the fictive biography becomes the very book we are reading. Man and fictionist become one and the same as middle-aged Nabokov, the "doddering memoirist," recounts the life of V. V. Nabokov, the "great writer" he knew in his youth. To further emphasize the game's significance as a precursor to Speak, Memory, this passage concludes with a flashforward to the present when Nabokov is composing the memoir. As he now recalls his and Lidia's long-ago mockery of future recollection, he is struck by the hopeless nostalgia that it unknowingly anticipated: "-all this delivered with much pensive, reminiscent fervor which seemed hilarious and harmless to us at the time; but now-now I catch myself wondering if we did not disturb unwittingly some perverse and spiteful demon" (248). The sudden shift in temporal markers (from "at the time" to "now-now"), along with the urgently repeated reference to this moment, remind us that the memoir's present tense is also specious-and that in narrating this passage Nabokov plays the game anew.
Nabokov "parodiz[es] a biographic approach" on two other occasions in Speak, Memory, each time in reference to his writing. In Chapter 11 he describes the rainbowed aftermath of a summer shower which inspired his first poem. Writing that poem and reciting it to his mother gave 15-year-old Nabokov an uncanny sense of being both within and without himself, so much so that when he gazed into a mirror he "had the shocking sensation of finding the mere dregs of [his] usual self, odds and ends of an evaporated identity" (227). In order to illustrate this multiple consciousness-the "manifold awareness" produced by the writing process (219) - 121) . Here the name "Vivian" may allude to Merlin's muse in particular, just as the poet's "wandlike pencil" may imply the magician himself. But "Vivian" also appears in other anagrammatic avatars throughout Nabokov's works-from "Vivian Calmbrood," the pseudonymous author of his first attempt at playwriting and literary hoaxing in 1921 (Boyd, Russian 187) , to "Vivian Darkbloom," Quilty's offstage collaborator in Lolita and the nom de plume for Nabokov's own "Notes to Ada" in 1970.2 Indeed, "Vivian" recalls "Rrose Selavy," a female alter ego with an equally lively name (a homonym for "Eros, c' est la vie") who played a similar role in Marcel Duchamp's creative life.
In describing his first writing experience, then, Nabokov manipulates person, gender, and tense in order to establish a large cast of characters: self, remembered self, and remembering self; author,
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Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 22, Iss. 2 [1998] (287) V. Sirin, "naturally," was Nabokov's nom de plume in the 1920s and 1930s. In this instance, Nabokov not only refers to his writing in the third person and the past tense, but slyly assesses his own literary production and critical reception. He even quotes an anonymous critic who is presumably another version of himself:
Sirin's admirers made much, perhaps too much, of his unusual style, brilliant precision, functional imagery and that sort of thing. Russian readers . . . were impressed by the mirror-like angles of his clear but weirdly misleading sentences and by the fact that the real life of his books flowed in his figures of speech, which one critic has compared to "windows giving upon a contiguous world . . . a rolling corollary, the shadow of a train of thought." (287-88; first ellipsis mine) This passage, like other instances of Nabokov's game in Speak, Memory, seems to describe its own "clear but weirdly misleading sentences." Consider the shift in tense from simple past ("were impressed") to present perfect ("has compared"), which allows remarks about Sirin's long-ago writing to apply to the present. In terms of grammatical person, moreover, the passage's "mirror-like angles" reflect at least four versions of Nabokov himself: the middle-aged narrator; his subject, the young Russian émigré; his public persona as a writer then, Sirin; and the coy critic of his early work. Even the remark that "the real life of his books flowed in his figures of speech" alludes to Nabokov's own literary detective story, The Real Life of Sebastian Knight (1941) : the last novel he wrote before emigrating to America, the first he composed in English, and the first he published under his own name and not Sirin's. But that remark also refers to this very passage-in which "Sirin" becomes a "figure of speech" for Nabokov's real life as an émigré author.
The pastime of parodizing a biographic approach thus develops, in Speak, Memory, into a veritable grammar of self-reflexive relationships with which Nabokov manipulates person, gender, and tense to narrate his own life. This strategy culminates in the book's final chapter, originally entitled "Second Person" (Selected 95). Addressed to Vera Nabokov, it recounts their last years in Europe from the imagined vantage of a rapidly approaching future when "presently nobody will know what you and I know" (Speak 295) . The memoir's concluding chapter, then, repeats and completes the long-ago game in which Nabokov had pretended to be Lidia Tokmakov, in a distant, utterly hypothetical future, remembering him.
That game, which Nabokov first played in 1918, and which he plays again in narrating his memoir, also offers a useful paradigm for his fiction-with its authorial self-reference, its themes of doubling, incest, and mistaken identity, and its parodies of autobiography and biography. Many of his plots feature pairs of artist figures-the hero who finds aesthetic bliss in life versus the dispassionate trickster-which repeat the contrast of man and fictionist. His narrative technique also demonstrates his awareness of himself as both subject and observer.' He specializes in first-person narrators who suffer from dissociation and are artful enough to have written the works in which they appear (Lokrantz) . In The Eye (1930; trans. 1965) , for example, Smurov tries to escape his identity by describing himself in the third person; in Despair (1936; trans. 1966) , Hermann kills a supposed lookalike and even appropriates his voice. Other novels, such as Real Life and Pale Fire (1963) , feature not one narrator split in two, but two possible narrators who are either the same person or "both someone whom neither of [them] knows" (Real 205). All of Nabokov's incestuous siblings, troubled doubles, and schizoid storytellers, then, may ultimately express his own divided consciousness. In this sense, each novel also replays the game of playing Nabokov. 8 Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 22, Iss. 2 [1998] Nabokov (1986) , and even after the eventual publication of Brian Boyd's definitive twovolume biography (1990, 1991) (74, 211) . In the opening paragraph, Vadim describes his life as a clumsy conspiracy, with nonsensical details and a main plotter who not only knew nothing of its real object but insisted on making inept moves that seemed to preclude the slightest possibility of success. Yet out of those very mistakes he unwittingly wove a web, in which a set of reciprocal blunders on my part caused me to get involved and fulfill the destiny that was the only aim of the plot. (3) Even the title of Vadim's autobiography, Look at the Harlequins!, is part of this conspiracy. As several critics point out, the title forms an acronym, "lath," which denotes a wooden frame used in construction-just as the plot of Nabokov's novel is the frame for his narrator's life. The "reciprocal" relationship between Vadim the narrator and Nabokov the "plotter" thus echoes the familiar struggle between man and fictionist (3 (24) . He was especially annoyed by Field's search for whatever secrets and sources might lie behind his art. Accordingly, Nabokov created in Vadim a narrator whose private life-complete with "three or four" wives and an incestuous relationship with his daughter-"could have yielded, and in fact did yield," in Vadim's words, "quite a number of erotic passages scattered like rotting plums and brown pears throughout an aging novelist's books. Indeed, the present memoir derives much of its value from its being a catalogue raisonne of the roots and origins and amusing birth canals of many images in my Russian and especially English fiction" (7) . Readers of this passage may be seduced into forgetting that Look at the Harlequins! is also a novel, and that neither the third person ("an aging novelist's books") nor the first ("my Russian and English fiction") necessarily refers to Nabokov. Vadim's narration, in 
Partly Nabokov
Nabokov's parody of biography has also affected the books that others write about him. In Nabokov: His Life in Part, for example, Andrew Field apparently sets out to beat Nabokov at his self-reflexive game. But Nabokov not only invented that sport, he excels at it; and Field must ultimately acknowledge, even within the metatextual stratagems of his biography, his own inability to get the better of his subject.
Judging by his other works, Field probably planned the biography's artful dodges from the beginning. His first and best book about Nabokov, His Life in Art-which is identified as "a critical narrative" on its title page-self-consciously "treat[s] Nabokov's novels, poems, stories, plays, and essays as characters in a novel" (6) and features sections labeled "In Place of a Foreword," "In Place of a Bibliography," and "In Place of an Index." His own novels, Fractions (1967) and The Lost Chronicle of Edward de Vere (1990), exhibit unreliable narration, authorial self-reference, parodies of autobiography and biography, fictional incidents involving actual literary figures-from Ben Jonson to "Susanne Sunday" (Susan Sontag) and "Dick Upjohn" (John Updike)-and other metafictional gambits. Fractions, for example, opens with a foreword by a fictitious figure who grudgingly admires Field's "cranky though remarkable study of Vladimir Nabokov," but claims that the present text is based on his own life and vows to seek revenge: "I am not merely a character in one of your novels, Andrew, and with this very forewordhard as it has been for me to write it-you stand exposed at last" (9, 18 Field warns his reader, for example, that "I have had difficult moments as I worked on this book"; he admits that "the book you hold does not come with the recommendation of Vladimir Nabokov"; and he calls his subject, then working on Look at the Harlequins! as well as a proposed but never completed sequel to Speak, Memory, "my competitor" (8, 27, 32) . He even acknowledges his own lack of objectivity: "I was upset. There are, I must confess at the outset, ways (and I am not thinking now of his many virtues and attributes) in which I am too much like Vladimir Nabokov to judge him" (9) .6 Such intrusive narration, such admissions of narrative unreliability, and, more important, such struggles with one's double for authorial control are familiar elements in Nabokov's fiction.
His Life in Part evokes Look at the Harlequins! in particularthe novel that Nabokov began after he had read Field's manuscript (Boyd, American 614) , but which actually preceded it in print (because legal disputes delayed the biography's publication). His Life in Part, for example, also describes a biographer's relation to his subject in terms of imposture: "The Nabokovs are professionals, and there is little doubt that one of the attractions of the game we played was watching how everyone else played his part" (11). Nabokov constantly impersonated himself, Field says, although he seemed "too good an actor to be satisfied with a lifelong character part" (25). Field even claims that Nabokov impersonated his own biographer, as he had done in his game with Lidia Tokmakov: on one occasion, Nabokov "was playing [Field's] 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 22, Iss. 2 [1998] , Art. 4 http://newprairiepress.org/sttcl/vol22/iss2/4 DOI: 10.4148/2334-4415.1444 "Vladimir Nabokov's latest novel," which had been merely "attributed to 'Andrew Field' " (Brien 760 Field quotes Nabokov's complaints, demurrals, and rebuttals in boldface, presumably to distinguish them from his own text. And yet they inevitably shape a reader's response to the biography, just as they visually dominate almost every one of its pages. Field also introduces several remarks with the words "Nabokov says." This italicized phrase is meant, apparently, to imply that Nabokov is the sole authority for the veracity of whatever follows; however, it prompts readers to heed Nabokov rather than Field. Including Nabokov's voice in His Life in Part may be candid, clever, and consistent with Field's other attempts to transgress the border between fact and fiction. It may be an appropriate homage to Nabokov's selfreflexive references, literary allusions, and narrative strategies. It may even have been necessary, given Nabokov's warning that he would sue Field "for breach of contract, slander, libel, and deliberate attempts to damage my personal reputation" if the book did not incorporate all of his suggestions (Selected 517). Once Field includes Nabokov's voice in the biography, however, he forfeits his own authority. Nabokov's remarks, in both boldface and italics, remind the reader that he has already read the book-and found it wanting. In a sense, Nabokov became the ultimate author of his authorized biography: he retained legal counsel, issued "200 pages of Critical Comments," revised the typescript, and checked the proofs (Selected 516, 544-45). Field, then, seems to become the book's narrator rather than its author.
If Nabokov has usurped the authorship of his biography-as he did in the Crimea by speaking for Lidia Tokmakov-then Field's only recourse, in this latest performance of the game, is to appropriate Nabokov's voice in turn. Accordingly, Field tries to show that he has written the biography exactly as Nabokov himself would have done. He traces biographical themes in Nabokov's fiction (28-29), points out instances of "autoplagiarism" in Nabokov's works,' and cites as his models Nabokov's unconventional biographies of Nikolai Gogol, Nikolai Chernyshevsky (in The Gift [1937-38; 1952; trans. 1963] ), and Alexander Pushkin (in the commentary on Eugene Onegin [1964] ). Yet this strategy only further undermines Field's authority.
After all, Nabokov's unreliable first-person narrators-whether Hermann in Despair, Humbert in Lolita, or whoever-also claim to have authored the texts in which they find themselves.
Field's most explicit attempt at impersonation occurs when he describes Nabokov's first romance in St. Petersburg:
As the two furtive young lovers went their rounds of the city's museums and parks and cinemas and other nooks of semi-privacy, the young man's love for the girl blended and evidently even got confused with his love for the cold and beautiful city without trees. The pale violet mists and light fogs of St. Petersburg, its smart trotting horses, the grey-blue of officers' greatcoats on promenade. Beautiful ladies of fashion, urchins and beggars, red-cheeked doormen and the sound of their brooms, a somber policeman on a bridge. The cupolas of cathedrals sparkling in the pure blue and milk spring sky, and the slightly smaller churchlike edifices of the old-fashioned letter "I" on the city's galaxy-like profusion of richly still illustrated shop signs. . . .
[T]he elegant and smooth full stops of the city's squares, the creak of the barges on the splendid Neva as they press up against one another. (104) At first glance, this passage seems to imitate Nabokov's prose style. It boasts precise sensory details; a catalogue of images that juxtaposes large and small, transcendental and mundane, sky and ad-
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Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 22, Iss. 2 [1998] Inventing Ivanov, which Smoodin describes as "the most conscious Nabokovian thinking I've done, whether you call it adaptation, emulation, imitation, or whatever," was inspired by Nabokov's life and art-and by his encounter with Field (Letter 2). More precisely, the idea for Inventing Ivanov came from a few anecdotes that Smoodin was told by someone who as a child had known Nabokov in Paris, and from their ensuing discussion about the dangers of literary biography and Nabokov's quarrel with Field in particular. Her novel, she says, thus "came to life as a meditation on the puzzle of biography" and "the relationship of the biography/biographer to the life of the subject"-especially when that subject is Vladimir Nabokov (Letter 2, 3). Smoodin adds, however, that she feels no anxiety about the relationship between her novel and Nabokov's life: "it was done out of love and respect and curiosity, a trio he would have understood, I think" (Letter 2).
Smoodin's novel concerns a novelist, poet, and translator named Ivan Dmitrievich Ivanov, whose life is another Zemblan mirror of Nabokov's own: a privileged trilingual childhood in Russia before the revolution; an education in exile at a British university; a father who is assassinated in Berlin; a brother who dies in a German concentration camp; and a wife to whom his books are dedicated. Ivanov's ceuvre also resembles Nabokov's: a critical study (of Chekhov); early novels written in Russian; and later novels written in English, including Annette, the love story about a professor and a young girl that brought him fame and fortune. The titles of these works are even listed opposite the title page of Inventing Ivanov, a device that recalls the "Other Books by the Narrator" in Look at the 18 Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 22, Iss. 2 [1998] , Art. 4 http://newprairiepress.org/sttcl/vol22/iss2/4 DOI: 10.4148/2334-4415.1444
Harlequins!. More important than such historical or literary allusions, however, is the fact that Ivanov's discomfort with biography also echoes Nabokov's. Known as "the old biographer-killer," he mocks interpretations of his life and art made "by over-fertile and over-banal imaginations," and complains during one interview: "You have before you a unique mind, a mind like few others, if only because it has produced novels in two languages, if only because it has produced novels and poems and essays and stories at all, and you ask questions that can only command banal answers designed to make that mind sound like all others" (Inventing 216, 197, 196 Speak, Memory and the unnamed "You" at the end of Look at the Harlequins! As in Lidia's case, in fact, the presence of these female muses seems essential for that self-transcendence which is the real purpose of the game. Smoodin's novel both echoes and extends this Nabokovian theme: its last chapters take place after the great writer's death and are narrated from his wife's point of view. In the final pages of Inventing Ivanov, then, the apostrophized female auditor, alter ego, and addressee at last becomes the first person instead of the second.
Smoodin also attempts to transcend the game as Nabokov himself did-by acknowledging its illusory reality. Just as Vadim is often confused with another, more successful émigré novelist in Look at the Harlequins!, so Ivanov's would-be biographer seeks information about him in a memoir by the musical cousin of "an emigre novelist more famous than Ivanov" (132). This other memoir has been recommended to Ivanov's biographer, in turn, by a more successful colleague at his university. Smoodin describes how the hapless biographer searches through the "Mus-" to "Nat-" section of the university library's card catalogue:
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Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 22, Iss. 2 [1998] Nabokov' s voice (in his poignant essay "On Revisiting Father's Room" [6] ) or taking Nabokov's part in literary matters (in his numerous replies to his father's critics). An additional difficulty for those who join Nabokov's game is that they must play it on his terms. Indeed, Dmitri Nabokov has not only accused Smoodin and Field of distorting the facts of his father's life, but has even expressed disapproval of anyone "giv[ing] a second's attention in a Nabokovian context to a book entitled Inventing Ivanov" ("Things" 75). But playing Nabokov involves a greater danger than either taking his part or breaking his rules: the likelihood that whatever one may write about him may seem to have been written already, and with more authority (in all senses of that word), by Nabokov himself. Even this essay cannot help but replay Nabokov's superior performance of his game.'° Notes
